Vessel Tracking
Part of the OceanIO platform
Route details

Unlimited
tracking of
vessels with
full journey
visibility

The Vessel Tracking service provides every route detail for all container vessels.
This includes historic, current and even predicted positions.

Transport insights
The service provides complete vessel schedules. This includes detailed

information about each port call including actuals, planned and GateHouse

predictions built on machine learning and our large data lake. All port calls contain

detailed information about the port such as latitude/longitude, lo-code and time zone.

Vessel info
Master data is available on each vessel including the vessel IMO, MMSI, length,

width, type and name. Dynamic data such as speed over ground and course over
ground are included as well.
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How does it work?
Create a track on any
container ship

Get updated vessel

Get scheduled, actuals

of Loading and Port of

arrival and departure
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Discharge

and GateHouse predicted
timestamps

Multiple tracking options
Vessel Tracking offers multiple services supporting
your exact use-case, such as:
Current vessel position
Historic positions
Predicted route
ETA to next port
Port calls, arrival/departure
- Scheduled
- Actuals
- Predicted

One endpoint supporting all of the above
between Port of Loading and Port of Discharge

Easy integration:
Service delivered
as a secure REST API

Features
REST API
Historic, latest, and predicted positions
Vessel info
Port call information containing actuals, scheduled and
GateHouse predictions on both arrival and departure
Precise ETA
Secure connectivity
Select your own tracking option
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Port calls with un-location codes and time zones
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